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Brand New Book. Imperial Justice explores the imperial control of judicial governance and the
adjudication of colonial difference in British Africa. Focusing on the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council and the colonial regional Appeal Courts for West Africa and East Africa, it examines how
judicial discourses of native difference and imperial universalism in local disputes influenced
practices of power in colonial settings and shaped an evolving jurisprudence of Empire. Arguing
that the Imperial Appeal Courts were key sites where colonial legal modernity was fashioned, the
book examines the tensions that permeated the colonial legal system such as the difficulty of
upholding basic standards of British justice while at the same time allowing for local customary
divergence which was thought essential to achieving that justice. The modernizing mission of British
justice could only truly be achieved through recognition of local exceptionality and difference.
Natives who appealed to the Courts of Empire were entitled to the same standards of justice as their
civilized colonists, yet the boundaries of racial, ethnic, and cultural difference somehow had to be
recognized and maintained in the adjudicatory process. Meeting these divergent goals required...
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Reviews
Comprehensive guideline! Its such a good read through. It is actually writter in basic words and not confusing. I am just easily could possibly get a
enjoyment of reading a composed book.
-- Lonz o Wilder ma n
The very best book i at any time read. It generally does not price an excessive amount of. I discovered this publication from my dad and i recommended
this book to understand.
-- Joesph Hetting er
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